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The 2018 Leilani Eruption at Kilauea Volcano: an overview

Slides kindly provided by Dr. Thomas Shea
Department of Geology and Geophysics 

UH Manoa

OCN 201 Question

How many volcanoes does the Big Island has?

A. One

B. Two

C. Three

D. Four

E. Five

Kīlauea is one of five 
volcanoes that make up the 
Big Island of Hawai’i

Kīlauea: most active volcano 
in Hawaii over the last 200+ 
years. 

>60% of the volcano’s surface 
has been covered by new 
lava flows in the last 550 
years

The ‘caldera’ at the summit of Kīlauea

Halema’uma’u crater

Like most Hawaiian 
volcanoes, Kīlauea has a 
complicated magma 
transport system:

- Summit caldera and 
underlying reservoir systems

- Rift zones (2 at Kīlauea) on 
the west and east 
transporting magma laterally
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Illustration of the magma transit and storage systems under Kīlauea

Rift zones on the west and east transporting magma laterally

Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō has been the focus of most of Kīlauea’s activity since 1983 (35 years!)

This is what eruptive activity at 
Kīlauea looked like a year ago…

Summit lake

Coastal plain down from Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō

From 2008-2018, the summit hosted a lava lake that was well connected underground to Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō

Video 1: What was happening prior to the recent eruption…at the summit
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Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō, April 18, 2018What was happening prior to the recent eruption…at the East Rift Zone

What Hawaiian Volcano Observatory was worried about: Lava would bust out the flank of Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō
and start a new surface flow, which would be dangerous to anyone right nearby, and which might 
eventually become established toward populated areas, such as Pāhoa

Overview of Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō after several drainage-related collapse events, May 3rd 2018

Instead….lava in Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō drains April 30th – May 2nd 2018

Reddish ash during collapse event at Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō, May 3rd 2018

View into collapsed Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō crater, May 3rd, 2018
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Ground cracks in Leilani, May 2nd 2018

What happened instead: Lava/magma drained out the bottom of Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō and into the east 
rift zone plumbing system, eventually breaking out in Leilani Estates and immediately downrift.

First eruptive fissure in Leilani Estates, ~5pm, May 3, 2018

Puna Geothermal plant

Video 2: May 4, fissure 2 opened

Video 3: May 4, fissure 3 

Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō after Mag. 6.9 EQ , May 4th, 2018
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Fissure 7 in Leilani Estates, May 5, 2018

Fissure 7 (first lava flow) in Leilani Estates, May 5, 2018

Video 4: May 5, Kilauea East Rift Zone eruption, fountains up to 100 m high 

Video 5: May 6, lava moving down Makamae street  

Video 6: May 7,  Halema’uma’u lava lake, agitated surface due to falling rocks

Landslide in crater produces small, dust-
Laden plume at Halema‘uma‘u, May 9 2018
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from Swanson 2011

18th May 1924

24th May 1924

Previous series of ash-producing explosions 
at Halema’uma’u crater date back from 
1924…after a summit lava lake drained

Situation at summit was concerning: if lava lake dropped down enough, water could 
infiltrate and interact explosively with draining magma

The first set of larger explosions started May 15, depositing ash downwind

17 May explosion
~9 km

The first true water-magma explosions started May 15, depositing ash downwind 
(Civil Air Patrol photo)
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Explosions from Halema‘uma‘u hurled blocks out into the long-abandoned parking lot Impassable roads, May 15

Fissures in Leilani Estates, afternoon, May 4, 2018

Lava erupted during the 
first two weeks was 
mostly ‘old’ (1955?) 
stored magma pushed 
out by newer magma 
coming into the rift zone

Colder, more viscous 
magma, not very 
voluminous = small lava 
flows

Around May 16 hotter 
fresher magma arrived 
to Leilani

18 May 2018

Fissure 20 lava flow, May 19Increased activity from vent 20 produces multiple fast-
moving ‘a‘ā flows that curve down the 
flank of the rift zone toward the ocean

21 May 2018
USGS

Lava reached the ocean May 20th

Such flows tend to rapidly form stable 
channel systems delivering large volumes 
of lava fairly rapidly to the coast
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Video 7: May 21, Overflight of fissure 20 showing fresh lava flow

Video 8:May 22,  lava flow from fissure 22

After 6 days of eruption

After 18 days of eruption

After 25 days of eruption
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Fissure 8 reactivates May 28th forms a rapidly expanding flow and channel

June 4thReactivation of fissure 8 on May 25 was a 
turning point in the eruption

Fissure 8 is where most of the lava would 
be erupted over the next ~2.5 months

After 29 days of eruption

Fissure 8 flow reaches Kapoho bay and approaches Vacationland June 6th

View of Fissure 8 channel and ~60-70 m high fountain

June 7th
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After 70 days of eruption

After 3 mo of eruption

As the summit reservoir was being emptied (magma transferred to ERZ and Leilani), summit caldera was filling the 
‘void space’ that was being created

June 12thIn the meantime, at the summit: Halema’uma’u crater is 
completely modified by explosions and collapses
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Video 9: Kilauea caldera seen from the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory

Crater Rim drive is heavily damaged

What is going on now? A pause?

Fissure 8 vent on Aug 6th Fissure 8 channel Aug. 6th is crusted over (no longer flowing)
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What is going on now? A pause?

Fissure 8 vent on Sept 3rd

Some preliminary Leilani Eruption numbers 
(need confirmation!)…

- A total of 24 fissure systems* opened in the first 
three weeks of eruption along a 7km stretch

- More than 700 homes destroyed

- More than 1600 acres of farms destroyed

- More than 2000 people evacuated

- Hawaii Volcano Observatory (est. 1912) closed, 
moved to  UHH

- Property losses of nearly $400 million

- Loss of $220 million from decrease in tourism 
(park closure)

- $10 million spent on roads, park damage

- 0 fatalities, 2 serious leg injuries

July 16, 23 injured (1 
serious) in boat by 
flying lava bomb

Photo: DLNR

Photo: CBS

Stay tuned!


